
MUOVISKI 2017                        
LEVI MOUNTAIN 9.–12.2.2017 (Thursday to Sunday) 
Seminar for Plastics Professionals 

EU-trends, Raw Materials and Techniques 

The meeting forum for plastics professionals 

MuoviSki is the biggest annual plastics happening in Finland with almost 100 participants per year. 
 

Format 

MuoviSki seminar consists of lectures and outdoors time. MEP Petri Sarvamaa and Plastics Experts give 

lectures in the afternoons. The lectures are scheduled to take place between 16:00 and 20:00.The 

mornings and daytime are dedicated to outdoors activities of free choice. On Friday daytime we have 

the free practice of the MuoviSki 2017 Downhill Championships.  

The actual race takes place Saturday at noon.  

The time outside the official program is widely used in networking and creating  

new business relationships. 
 

The phenomenal Levi Mountain 

Levi has excellent World Cup standard slopes and good seminar facilities. There are very good services 

at a very short distances in Levi area. The Levi Mountain is a popular and liked place for seminars. 

 

PRICE 

Seminar package includes the lectures in program, accommodation in double rooms, breakfasts and 

Free Practice and actual MuoviSki Championship Competition. 

Skilift tickets are not included in the price. 

 

Members of Finnish Plastics Association on morningflight back 965 euros + VAT,  

or on eveningflight back 895 euros + VAT 

Non-members on morningflight back 1.060 euros + VAT or on eveningflight back 990 euros + VAT.  

 

Charges of cancellation: 

Cancellation until 24.1. the charge 50% of the seminar price  

Cancellation 25.1. or after, the charge 100% of the seminar price. 

 

If you need special housing or flight schedule arrangements, please contact Niina Leskinen, 

contacts below. 

 

Flight schedule for Main group:  To Kittilä: AY 557,  9.2.2017 10:15-11:45 

   To Helsinki:  AY 452,    12.2.2017 11:45–13:10  

              OR AY 446,    12.2.2017 17:00-18:25 

            

If you want connecting flights, special flight schedule or accommodation,  

please contact Niina Leskinen! 
 

Enroll in MuoviSki 2017– seminar to niina.leskinen@muoviyhdistys.fi 
 

 

Right to changes is reserved. 
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